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We are the children of Holy Cross, 
Caring and sharing is what we do, 
Trying our best and working hard, 

Praying and playing with God in our Hearts. 
 
 
 
 

 
Mission Statement 

 

Learn, Grow, Love, Live 
 

At Holy Cross Catholic Primary School, 
We learn about ourselves and about the world, 

We grow in faith, we act with kindness, generosity and 
love to ourselves and others. 

We live life to the full and have a future full of hope. 
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All current members of staff have the experience and expertise to recognise an acceptable standard of work 
based on the ability of the children in their class.  We must ensure that we have high expectations and that the 
quality, quantity and presentation of work meet these expectations, which should be matched to the individual 
child, and realistic in terms of that child’s abilities.  
 
1. Why mark? 
• To monitor the success of teaching 
• To monitor the degree of learning 
• To identify degrees of understanding and/or the ability to apply understanding to a new situation To find 

out whether advice, instruction, challenge, direction has been acted upon and to what effect 
• To ascertain the level at which the child is working and whether further support is needed to help the child 

e.g. an intervention programme, referral to SENCO for advice 
• To identify ‘Next Steps’ to progress the child’s learning 
 
To diagnose  
From which individual/group, remedial or extension work may be planned and targets set. 
 
To inform 
From a piece of writing we may learn more about an individual child and his/her circumstances which may alter 
our appreciation/perception of his/her needs.   
 
To praise and promote self esteem 
All work will be marked so children appreciate that their work is for a purpose and has been valued. Feedback 
will highlight a positive aspect even when given verbally.   
 
To communicate 
• To pass on to the child information about his/her attainments, to encourage, share and appreciate work 

with them  
• To help them correct errors and/or misunderstandings   
• To maintain standards of presentation  
 
By marking, teachers demonstrate to the children that their efforts are valued - this gives additional purpose to 
their work.  If work is left unmarked, the child will not know whether the work is good, bad or indifferent and 
may lose interest or not produce work of such quality in future.   
 
2. When to mark 
Marking and feedback are most effective when provided during the lesson. When this is not possible, the 
marking or feedback should be completed as soon as possible. At least at the completion of a piece of work.  
When completing written marking, the agreed symbols should be used to indicate what has gone well and what 
needs improvement.  Children should be given time to consider and respond to any written comments or 
questions before the next lesson. Some pieces of work, may just require a tick or a stamp to indicate that the 
work has been seen by the teacher.  
 
3. How to mark 
Where possible, feedback should be given during the lesson. This should be indicated using the VF symbol for 
verbal feedback. All written marking should be completed using a green pen. If a highlighter is used it should 
also be green.  Pupils should edit and self -assess with purple pen.  
Lengthy written comments should be avoided where possible.  
Incorrect work should be marked with a dot rather than a cross and all markings must be neat. It is important 
that a teacher’s comments, when handwritten (age appropriate script) are neat, appropriately joined, legible 
and in sentences so that they act as a role model for the child. When marking English and Maths, whole school 
symbols should be used. If required, teachers may also use stampers, in line with the agreed whole school 
symbols, to mark a piece of work. 



 
This is to maintain the impact of the marking process whilst maintaining a suitable level of teacher workload. It 
is also a scheme which all children can access, regardless of age or reading ability. It is especially important for 
children for who English as a second language and children who have been identified with SEND. If teachers 
have a particular focus to their teaching, which is relevant only in higher year groups, a symbol can be agreed 
upon and then embedded within the school’s marking system.  
 
Teacher will know what they are marking for - accuracy, neatness, creativity, a specific grammatical point, etc.  If 
the teacher has been encouraging the use of descriptive language, then those words and phrases thought to 
have been well used could be highlighted in green, perhaps with a tick and a comment at the end of the work.  
 
Spellings and how/when to mark them can create difficulties.  As a general rule, teachers should identify the 
incorrect spelling and write the correct version so the child can see it. In assessed pieces of writing this may not 
be done until the child has completed their editing and improvement process. In work where there are many 
incorrect spellings, careful professional judgement is required in determining how many to correct so as not to 
demotivate the child.  It is counterproductive to obliterate a piece of work. For children who have issues 
associated with dyslexia, teachers are reminded that they need to be sensitive in the marking of spelling and 
ensure that appropriate praise is given for content.  Particular attention should be paid to the spelling of 
common exception words and high frequency words. Particularly those that have already been taught. 
 
Some mistakes may require written correction or relearning, but this should not be a long repetitive process, 
and the need for correction should be balanced by positive statements about the child’s efforts wherever 
possible.  
 
Encouraging children to read aloud a piece of work can be beneficial to other children in the group who may 
hear good phrases and sentence construction that they may choose to adopt.  Discussion by children of each 
other’s work on a topic can be a valuable exercise in assisting language development, as well as enhancing 
learning in the particular curriculum area.  
 
From time to time, especially with older children in Maths, where there is an answer book, children may be 
allowed to mark their own work using a purple pen.  Trust and self-esteem are thereby enhanced, building on 
the good relationships that exist in the school community.   
 
Marking is aimed at what is right as much as what is wrong.  Children, like all of us, respond better to praise for 
their achievements rather than criticism of their shortcomings. Marking and feedback should be seen as a 
multifunction tool for both teacher and the child to facilitate progress and deepening of learning.  
 
The following charts explain the types of symbols used in Literacy and Numeracy in EYFS and KS1. These are not 
an exhaustive list and some personalisation may occur as long as the overarching principals of the marking 
system is adhered to. 
 
4. Looked After Children/ Young Carers 
 
All staff at Holy Cross are aware of Looked After Children and Young Carers in their classes. We ensure that they 
receive all possible support and encouragement as pupils who need special provision and positive 
discrimination, whilst preserving confidentiality and showing sensitivity and understanding. 
 
5. Data Protection 
 
All assessment information is stored securely in line with the School’s Data Protection policy. When sharing 
information it is done for the benefit of the child and their educational progress and welfare.  
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Marking Symbols in Maths 
All teacher marking to be completed in green ink and green highlighting.  

Symbol used: Meaning that both teachers and children understand:  

5 Each digit should be placed in its own square  

 
Used cubes/counters 

 
Counted on fingers 

N.T/N.L/  Number track/number line/ bead string used 

 Hundred square used 

M.M Mental Method used  

B 10  Base ten/ dienes used 

N.S  Next steps (followed by comment) 

Ext.  Child moved on to extension task 

  Well done, I am impressed with the work that you have done.  

Supply /HLTA/Cover A supply/cover teacher or HLTA has taught and marked my book.  

V.F Verbal feedback has been given.  

 Correct or improve your work using a purple polishing pen 

 
Independent work 

CT 
GW 
WC 

TA/CT 1-5 

Worked with class teacher 
Group work 

Worked as a whole class 

TA/CT supported  (1 = min support provided -  5 = high level support) 

Additional symbols for EYFS: 

A/i  Adult initiated work 

C/i  Child initiated work 

                    H Child has worked with adult support 

Marking Symbols in EYFS Literacy 

P/P 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=IoPEHRVN&id=12F48E707CA8CCC0C7CA379E4B99339D41DBC0C6&thid=OIP.IoPEHRVN-WWk0NiUwJ0FdgHaIS&mediaurl=http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-eC-kLme7UNU/VbPjPu1Sl-I/AAAAAAAACWg/kSOe3Lh-nlo/s1600/push%2Bhand%2Bsymbol.png&exph=1600&expw=1429&q=hand+symbol&simid=607994331811090369&selectedIndex=0
https://www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=IoPEHRVN&id=12F48E707CA8CCC0C7CA379E4B99339D41DBC0C6&thid=OIP.IoPEHRVN-WWk0NiUwJ0FdgHaIS&mediaurl=http://2.bp.blogspot.com/-eC-kLme7UNU/VbPjPu1Sl-I/AAAAAAAACWg/kSOe3Lh-nlo/s1600/push%2Bhand%2Bsymbol.png&exph=1600&expw=1429&q=hand+symbol&simid=607994331811090369&selectedIndex=0�


    

All teacher marking to be completed in green ink and green highlighting.  
 

 

Symbol used: Meaning that both teachers and children understand:  

a/i Adult initiated work 

c/i Child initiated work 
 Writing to be on the line 

Read Child was able to read back what was written 
 

       I 
Work was produced independently 

  NS  Next Steps (followed by comment) 
VF Verbal feedback given 

        H Help was given 

 
Well done: I’m impressed with your work! 

 



    

Marking Symbols in Key Stage 1 English 
All teacher marking to be completed in green ink and green highlighting.  

 

 

Symbol used: Meaning that both teachers and children understand:  
 Keep your writing on the line 

C  .  ?  !  ,  ‘ This punctuation is missing 

 
Finger space 

Adj Adjectives 

 Conjunctions 

Read Child was able to read back what was written 

 

       I 
Work was produced independently 

 
 

Incorrect spelling 

      Sp Child to correct spelling 

  NS  Next Steps (followed by comment) and/or edit and 
improve with purple polishing pen 

EXT Child moved on to extension task  
CT 
GW 
WC 

TA/CT 1-5 

Worked with class teacher 
Group work 

Worked as a whole class 
TA/CT supported  (1 = min support provided -  5 = high level support) 

                     Some punctuation has been missed 

VF Verbal feedback given 

 
Well done: I’m impressed with your work! 



    

  

Marking Symbols in Key Stage 2 English 
All teacher marking to be completed in green ink and green highlighting. 

Symbol used: Meaning that both teachers and children understand:  
 A word has been missed 

CL, FS, ? ! ,‘ : ; Indicates specific punctuation that is missing 
Adj Adjectives 

Con Conjunctions 

 Indicates the need for a new paragraph 
 

       I Work was produced independently 

 
 

Incorrect spelling 

      Sp Child to correct spelling 
 

  NS  Next Steps (followed by comment) 
EXT Child moved on to extension task  

      p/p Edit and improve with purple polishing pen 

CT 
GW 
WC 

TA/CT 1-5 

Worked with class teacher 
Group work 

Worked as a whole class 
TA/CT supported (1=min support provided, 5=high level support) 

                     Some punctuation is missing 

VF Verbal feedback given 

 
Well done: I’m impressed with your work! 
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